SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Simple, Elegant, Powerful.
Etrieve Content represents the next generation in
enterprise content management and workflow. Browserbased and designed to work on any device or platform,
Etrieve Content will change the way your institution
thinks about managing documents and information.

Powerful search and reporting options allows users to
quickly fulfill security-driven record queries, and tightly
controlled security ensures users only have access to
the documents they should, while at the same time
maintaining an extensive audit trail.

With responsive design and an intuitive, touch-friendly UI,
users will appreciate the ability to perform all functions–
from scanning to search to viewing to indexing–within
a single browser window. Matched with the ability to
automatically capture and file content generated by your
ERP or Finance, Payroll and SIS solution, Etrieve Content
provides game-changing functionality.
Developed with multiple integration points and an
extensive API framework, connecting Etrieve Content to
other applications, including your ERP solution, is simple.

Fully Browser-Based

Feature-Rich API

Intuitive UI

Designed for Mobile

Perform all actions within the
browser, including scanning
and system administration

Built to integrate, Etrieve
Content easily communicates
with third party solutions

Access all components of
Etrieve through a single and
robust user interface

Mobile-first design allows
users access from any
device, anywhere

Features and Benefits
▶ Multiple distribution options, including in-app email
generation and intelligent workflow, allow content
to be easily shared with others
▶ Intelligent indexing pre-populates data fields
from known sources, reducing errors and saving
valuable time
▶ Annotate, redact, rotate and clean images with
ease, requiring no third-party tools
▶ Easily organize and file documents through
an intuitive, visual filing structure

▶ Establish automatic retention schedules, ensuring
documents are only stored for the length necessary
▶ In-browser scanning eliminates the need for locally
installed software
▶ Supports centralized authentication through
solutions such as:
■ Active Directory and ADFS
■ CAS
■ Shibboleth
■ Other LDAP compliant systems
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